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A SIMPLE CONSTRUCTION OF GENUS FIELDS
OF ABELIAN NUMBER FIELDS

ZHANG XIANKE

ABSTRACT. Simple elementary construction of the genus field K" (= maximal

abelian subfield of the Hubert class field) of any abelian number field K is given

without using class field theory. When K is of type (¡,..., /) with I prime, the

construction is more explicit. These results contain some former results and

show that the main result in [8] has mistakes.

Let K be an abelian extension of the rational field Q. The genus field K* of

K is, by definition of Leopoldt [1], the maximal absolute abelian number field

containing K, which is unramified at all the finite prime ideals of K. Usually, the

determination of genus fields involves application of class field theory (see [1-3]).

In this paper, we will determine genus fields not using class field theory. We use

only Hilbert ramification theory [4].

It is sufficient to assume the degree of K a power of a prime. In fact, if [K : Q] =

lSl • • • l*' (li are distinct rational primes, s¿ > 0), then it follows that K = K\ ■ ■ ■ Kt

and K* = K\ ■ ■ ■ K¡, where K* is the genus field of K¿ and [Ki : Q] = l¡* (1 < i < t)

[2].

THEOREM 1. Let K be an absolute abelian number field of degree I3, l € Z be

a rational prime, s > 1.  Then the genus field of K is

K* = K TT Cp = TT Cp    (composite),

where pGZ runs over rational primes ramified in K, e(p) is the ramification index

of p in K/Q, Cp is the unique subfield of degree e(p) of Q(çp) (p ^ l), Ci is a
subfield of degree e(l) of Q(û.t ) for some t, çm = exp(2/KÍ/m) .

PROOF. The field Cp (p ^ I) is well defined since e(p)\p - I, which can be

proved easily by elementary method [4, p. 126]. Alternatively, the Kronecker-

Weber theorem (which has an elementary proof in [4]) yields that K C Q(fm) for

some m. Let p°||m, then the ramification index of p in Q(fm) is pa^1(p — 1), so

thate(p)|(pa-1(p-l), l9),e(p)\p-l.

Let K' be the inertia field of p (^ I) in KCp. We assert that

(3) KCp = K'Cp.

In fact, let E and Ei be the inertia group and first ramification group of p in KCP,

respectively. It is well known that E/Ei is cyclic and \Ei | is a power of p. But \Ei \

divides now [KCP : Q], a power of Z, and it follows that \E\\ = 1 and E is cyclic with

order \E\ > \Ek\ = e(p). On the other hand, the restriction map o t-> (ct|cp,ct|k)
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defines an imbedding E —► Eqv x Ek , where 7?fc denotes the inertia group of p in

any field k. Hence E has no element of order > e(p). This implies \E\ = e(p). Since

K' n Cp = Q, it follows that

[K'Cp : Q] = [TT' : Q][CP : Q] = \K' : Q]e(p) = [TT : Q][tfCp : K'] = [KCP : Q].

This proves (3).

Notice that p is not ramified in K', and the ramification index of each prime p2

(yí p) in K' is still e(p2).

Similarly, for any p2 (^ p,l), we have K'CP2 = K"CP2, i.e. KCPCP2 —

K"CpCP2. Therefore, we have

(4) KCPl---CPr=K^CPl---Cpr,

where every p (/ /) is not ramified in K^r\ Thus we have K^ — C¡ from the

Kronecker-Weber theorem (or proving directly as in [4]).

In obtaining (4), we have used only the following properties of K: the ramifica-

tion index of p in K is e(p) and [K : Q] is a power of I. Now K*, the genus field of

K, also has these properties since K*/K is unramified. In fact, if a prime number

q (/ I) divides [K* : Q], then K* has a subfield of degree q. Suppose a prime p

ramifies in this subfield. It follows that ç|e(p)|/s, a contradiction. Therefore, as in

the case of K, we have K*CPl ■ ■ ■ CPr = CiCPl ■ ■ ■ CPr = L, K* C L. On the other

hand, the ramification index of p¿ in L/Q is obviously [CPi : Q] = e(p¿), i.e., L/K

is an unramified extension. Therefore K* D L. This completes the proof.

COROLLARY 1. Let K = Q(%/rh~[,... ,yjmn) be an extension of degree 2" of

Q, m¿ G Z squarefree. Then the genus field of K is

(5) 7í* = Q(v^",...,v^;)C2-7í-(v^í,...,v/p7)

where px,... ,pr are all the odd rational primes ramified in K, p* = (—lpp~1>'2pi;

and
Q ife(2) = 1,
Q(VCI1) i/e(2) = 2,T=-l (mod4),

<! Q(v/2) ife(2) = 2,T = 2 (mod8),
Q(yC2) i/e(2) = 2,T^-2(mod8),

lQ(v/=ï,V2-) î/e(2)=4;

here T G Z is an arbitrary squarefree integer such that vT G K, T jt 1 (mod4); e(2)

is the ramification index of 2 in K. In particular, K* = K\ ■ ■ ■ if*, where K* is

the genus field of K% = Q\(yjrñi) (1 <"/» < n).

PROOF. From [5] we know that the ramification index e(p) = 2 or 1 when

p is odd, and e(2) = 2, 4 or 1. Therefore, Theorem 1 implies formula (5) since

Cp¿ = Q(\/Pi) (* — L--->r)- It remains to exhibit C2. The cases e(2) ^ 2 are

trivial. In case e(2) = 2, we have C2 = Q(\/m) with m = — 1,2, or -2, and

7ÍC7T-Q^VP,",...,^)-

Since p* = 1 (mod 4), we see that every quadratic subfield of K* has the form

Q(Vf) where T = 1 (mod 4) or

T — / m (m0(I4),        when m = —1,

| m (mod8),        when m = ±2.
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Moreover, there must exist some y/T G K with T ^ 1 (mod 4) since 2 is ramified

in K (cf. [5]). This determines C2 and completes the proof.

COROLLARY 2. Let K be an abelian number field with Galois group Gal(7Y/Q)

= (Z/Z)n, I an odd rational prime.  Then the genus field of K is

(6) K* = CiCPl ■ ■ ■ CPr = KCPl ■ ■ ■ CPr

where CPi is the unique subfield of degree I of Q(çPi) (I < i < r), C\ is the unique

subfield of degree I of Q(ç(2 ) if I is ramified, and C; = Q otherwise; pi,..., pr
are all the ramified rational primes (^ I). In particular, K* = K\ ■••X*, where

K = K\ ■ ■ ■ Kn, Ki are cyclic number fields of degree I.

PROOF. The results of [6] show that the ramification index e(p) is always I for

every ramified prime p. Thus the corollary follows from Theorem 1.

REMARK. (1) Corollary 1 contains the classical result about the genus fields of

quadratic fields. It also contains the results about the genus fields for fields of type

(2,..., 2) obtained by Kubokawa in [7].

(2) Corollary 1 shows evidently that the main result in [8] has some mistakes.

In fact, Theorem 1 of [8] states that the genus field K* of any number field K is

K JT Fl^ i where Q^ is a cyclic field of degree e* for each ramified rational prime

p, e* denotes the G.C.F. of (Up : NUPi), p¿ are 7T-primes over p,Up and UPi are

local unit groups, and N denotes the local norm. It is well known that when K

is abelian then e* = e(p), the ramification index of p in K (see, e.g., S. Lang's

Algebraic number theory, p. 221). However, Corollary Llmplies that K* has no

cyclic subfield of degree 4 even when e(2) = 4. This proves the error of [8].
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